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(BEFORE CONSUMER GRIEVANCE REDRESSAL FORUM, PGVCL BHAVNACAR}

CONSUMER GRIEVANCE REDRESSAL FORUM
P.G.V.C.L., Zonal Office,
Old Power House Compound, Chavdigate,
Bhavnagar.

Plaintiff

Case No.102 - i8,

:- M/s. K.B. lspat pvt. Ltd.

0 v/s. 0

Respondent :- Paschim Gujarat Vij Company Limited.

Presentation Date :- 23ltOlZOLg g

Represented by (plaintiff) :. Shri Vikrambhai Shah (Consultant)
on behalf of M/s. K.B. tspat pvt. Ltd.

' :- Shri N.K. Chudasama, E.E. Rural Division,
(Paschim Gujarat Vij Company Limited)

o

Represented by (Respondent) :-
Bhavnagar.

The Plaintiff M/s. K.B. lspat Pvt. Ltd., At-Bhavnagar had applied before The
Convener, C.G.R.F., Bhavnagar for grievance of switching over and considering
tariff of HTP-IV from Nov.-17 of HT Consumer No. 2403t given by pGVCL. The
application registered at this office as case No. 102/18-19 ind sent to The S.E.,
Bhavnagar for reply submission vide letter No. BZ/Forum/Io2/1g-Lg/4otg Dt.
05.09.18 under intimation to the plaintiff.

Forum has informed the Plaintiff for personnal hearing on dtd.
15'09'18 where plaintiff remain absent. Then on 2nd hearing date 23.10.1g. on
behalf of Plaintiff Shri Vikrambhai Shah (Consuttant) was prJsent. And Shri N.K.
Chudasama, Exectutive Engineer, Rural Dn, Bhavnagar was present on belahf of
respondent (P.G.V.C. L.).

lct !
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: Plaintiff Representation :

Subject: Fiting of application against denial of IITP IV tariff and issue of
bill under IITP I tariff for the month of November 2017 in our
EH T connection No.24031 in name of lWS KB Ispat Pvt. Ltd. at

village: Maglana, Bhavnagar, vallabhipur road, Tal.: sihor'
Dist: Bhavnagar.

We are manufacturer of ingot and billet by induction furnace. Considering the

severe recession in the market, we had applied to switch over to H TP IV tariff

from month of November 20L7,where we can power for production from2200

hours to 0600 hours next day only to make our product cost effective. The

Executive Engineer (Rural), PGVCL Bhavnagar had denied the permission lfor

HTP IV for November 2017.

Against the subject decision with a prayer to quash the denial and revising bill

with H TP IV tariff, we are filing this application in your forum under GERC

notification of 2 of 201 1 .

The application for the same is attached with this letter.

APPLICATION tO FORUM FOR REDRESSAL OF GRIEVANCE

DT:04.06.2018

1. Name of the Complainant:

2. Full address of the Complainant:

Factory Address:

3. Nature of Connection and
Consumer No.

4.Distribution Licensee:

5.Name of the complaint receiving

centre:

M/s K.B. lspat Pvt.Ltd.

Pl. No.93lA," TirupatiHouse", Geeta Chowk,

Bhavnagar - 364 001.

Phone :O2782205082
Surve No. 15/3, Bhavnagar - Vallabhipur

Highway, Vill. Maglana TA. Sihor

Dist. Bhavnagar.

HT Connection Cons. No. 24031

PGVCL

CGRF - Zonal Office, PGVCL, Chavdi Gate,

Bhavnagar.

a. Wrong billing b. Recovery of arrearc c. Faultt

Meter d. Burnt meter d. Supply interruption e

Harmonics in supply f. Supply voltage related g

Deficient service h. Delay in providing nert

connection i. Reconnection t. Change it
connected load k. Transfer of connection I

Others (pkiase specifY)

6.Category of grievance:
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Executive Engineer(Rural)Employees
or department against PGVCL,

Bhavnagar. Whom grievance has

been filed:
8.Details of the complaint, facts
giving rise to the grievance:

9.Nature of relief sought from the
Forum.

10.List of documents enclosed:
Attached in separate sheet

The Executive Engineer, Rural DN., PGVCL,

Bhavnagar

Attached in separate Sheet.

Revision of energy bill for month of Nov.-17
issued with penalty under HTP -lV tariff with
details of facts.

Encl. :

1 Details of facts
2. Copy of Ele. Bill of Nov.-17.
3. Copy of Application for HTP lV tariff for the

month of Nov.-17.
4. Copy of the letter dtd. 07 .LL.t7 of EE Rural

DN.-BVN

5 . Copy of our Letter dated 17.11.17 to MD ,
PGVCL.

6. Copy of our letter datid (Comm.) GUVNL,
to The GM ( Comm.) GUVNL, Vadodara.

7. Copy of our letter to the ACS & E&P Deptt.,
Gandhinaga r dt.22.Lt.17 .

8. Copy of our letter to GERC dt. 22.LL.L7.
9. Copy of EE Rural , PGVCL, Bhavnagar letter

dtd.28.11.17.
10. Copy of EE Rural, PGVCL, BVN L.dt.05 .t2.L7.
11. Copy of EE Rural, PGVCL, Bhavnagar dated

L6.L2.L7.
12. Copy of our letter to GUVNL dt.22. t2.L7 .

: Declaration :

I) IlWe, the Complainant /s herein declare that :

(i) The information furnished herein above is true and correct; and

(ii) Y We have not concealed or misrepresented any fact stated herein above

and the documents submitted herewith.

(2) The subject matter of the present Grievance has neve, been submitted to

tnt 
,o*- by me/ or by anyone of us or by any of the parties concerned with

the

subject matter to the best of my/ our knowledge.

(3) The subject matter of my / our Grievance has not been settled throu



(4) Thc auqicct mffier of my / our Grierpme hr na bm decided by any
Competent authority/court/arbitrator, and is not pending before any such
authority / court / arbitrator.

: DETAILS OF COMPLAIN :

BACKGROUND:

a) We are an EHT consumer with PGVCL Bhavnagar (Rural) division having connection

No. 24031 and contract demand of 1:!500 KVA under HTP lV tariff. The power is used

mainly in induction furnace for making M S Billets from ship recycled or outsourced iron

scrape.

t
b) We had opted for HTP lV tariff at the time gf [elease the connection and opted to

continue the same at the time of load extension. As per tariff, we take production
during night hour i.e.10 pm to 6 am next day.

We had a connection with 4000 KVA demand at 11 KV and the contract demand is
extended to 11500 KVA at 66 KV voltage level in the month of January 2017 only.
January 2017 was our first month of operation of new plant.

d) The demand for electricity is reduced in night as commercial and other activities are

minimized in night hours. The electricity generated in night is not used simultaneously

than generation .must be reduced as electricity cannot be stored. This in turn will

reduce efficiency of the generator and more fuel will be used to generate a unit of

power.

To minimize the losses, all the state has gives incentives to industries for

consuming power during night by providing concessional tariff for night hours.

In line with that, Gujarat electricity Regulatory Commission approved HTP IV
tariff which allow concessional power to the industries, using power exclusively

in night hours only.

This tariff on one side gives concessional tariff to industries and on other side

allows optimum use of generator during night. This is win-win situation for

both sides.

i{;*:,*;:'



e) We had applied for change of tariff from HTP I to H TP lV tariff in line with tariff order
for year 2Ot7-I8 issued by GERC for month of October 2O17. The application was
denied by The EE (Rural), PGVCL, Bhavnagar.,

The unviable day time tariff is creating unbearable burden on our finance. So

once again we applied to the Executive Engineer (Rural), PGVCL, Bhavnagar

for changeover to HTP IV tariff for our connection for month of November 17

(Enclosure: 3). We received denial of, our applieation vide his letter dated

7.11.2017 (Enclosure:4). The reason stated in letter is condition No. 7 of
GERC tariff for 2017-18. It is stated that we had used HTP IV tariff for two

times in a year so we.are not eligible for HTP IV tariff in November 2017.

.ar

A bill (Enclosure: 2) with penalty tariff of HTP IV (demand and energy charges
gqual to HTP I tariff) was issued to us. We had paid the bill vide MR NO.
XG443137 dated 30ll2l20l7Against the arbitrary denial of HTP IV tariff to us

and illegal collection of bill with penalty from us, we are filing this application
in the CGRF at Bhavnagar under PGVCL, in line with GERC (Consumer

Grievances Redressal Forum and Ombudsman) Regulations, 2011 Notification
2 of20ll.

As per regulation 2.2L of GERC (Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum and

(ombudsman) regulation notification 2 of 20tL (will be called the

regulation),Forums while dealing with the complains /Grievances shall follow

the principle of naturaljustice including, inter alia the followings.

(1) It shall protects the interest of consumers.

In line with above regulation, we are filing this application in the forum to

get protected from the arbitrary issuing of bill from Distribution Company

PGVCL.

g) As per section 2.4 of the regulation,

After considering the Complaint/Grievance submitted by the
Consumer, issue-wise comments on the ComplainVGrievance
submitted by the Distribution Licensee, all other records available, the
Forum shall complete the enquiry as expeditiously as possible and



every Endeavour shall be made by the Forum to pass appropriate
order, on the complaint/Grievance for its redressal within a maximumperiod of 45 days from the date of receipt or me Grievanl, i;;.Forum.

for respondent distribution Company, to give
application. You are requested to guide the

h) Regulation 2.47 of the regulation 2 of 2}ttsays that,

The proceedings and decisions of the Forum shall be recorded and shall besupported by reasons. The order shall be u r.urorr.d ordefieither in Gujarati orEnglish and signed by the memuers conauciing ,h, proceedings. where themembers differ on any point or points, trr. opiniin of the majority shall be theorder of the Forum. Theopiniott 
^ofth" 

*inority rrrall, however, be recorded andform pan of the order. (emphasis added) l --)

As per above regulations' we request a reasoned order in the matter by cGRF.i) Rs per the schedule of tariff foryear 2oL7-lSordered by GERC, the HT tariff is divided
in to 5 parts HTP 1 to HTP V. The tariff is reproduced below for your ready reference
please.

RATE: HTP-I
This tariff will be applicable for supply of electricity to HT consumerscontracted for 100 KvA and above for regular power supply and requiring thepower supply for the purposes not specified in any other HT categories.

As per above, the tariff HTp I is applicable to HT consumers having1) Contract demand of 100 KVA and above
2) Required Regular power supply.,
3) Requiring power supply for purpose not specified in any other HT categories.

In other words if power supplied required with any
consumers as specified in other HT tariff categories
not to opt for HTp I tariff category.

The special purpose are defined as following

As per above, it is mandatory
issue wise comment on our
respondent accordingly.

special purpose by the
than the consumer has

#"*q
i,',.Pt:Y:c-'!'
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RATE HTP-II Applicability: This tariff shall be applicable for supply of energy
to HT consumers contracting for 100 KVA and above, requiring power supply
for Water Works and Sewerage pumping stations nm by Local arrttori ies and
GW & SB, GIDC Water Works.

RATE: HTP.III
This tariff shall be applicable to a consumer taking supply of electricity at high
voltage, contracting for not less than 100 KVA for temporary period. A
consumer not taking supply on regular basis under a proper agreement shall be
deemed to be taking supply for temporary period.

't

RATE: HTP.IV
This tariff shall be applicable for supply of electricity to HT consumers opting
to use electricity exclusively during night hours from 10.00 pM to 06.00 AM
next day and contracted for regular po*rt supply of 100 KVA and above.

RATE: HTP- V
HT - Agricultural (for HT Lift Irrigation scheme only)

o This tariff shall be appticable for supply of etectricity to High Tension Agricuttural
consumers contracting for 100 KVA and above, requiring power supply for lifting
water from surface water sources such as canal, river and dam, and supplyin!
water directly to the fields of farmers for agricultural irrigation oniy.

In Simple word, if a consumer required HT power for water works (HTp Il) or
for temporary period (HTP Ill) or for night Hours (H Tp IV) or for agriculture
purpose (HTP V) tariff will be applicable.

All other consumers will be catered power under HTp I category.

j) There is a provision of interchange of category for H Tp tV tariff with HTp I Tariff. The
conditions for HTP lV tariff are narrated below for your ready reference please.1' t'75% of the contracted demand can be availed beyond the night hours prescribed as
per para 15 above.

2' 2'to% of total units consumed during the billing period can be availed beyond the night
hours prescribed as per para 16 above.

3' ln case the consumer failed to observe condition no. 1 above during any of the billing
month, then demand charge during the relevant billing month stralt Ue billed as per
HTP-I category demand charge rates given in para 13.1 of this schedule.
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month, then entire energy consumption during the relevant billirg month shall be
billed as per HTP-I category energy charge rates given in para 132 of this schedule.
ln case the consumer failed to observe above condition no. l and 2 both during any of

the billing month, then demand charge and entire energy oonsumptbn during the

relevant billing month shall be billed as per HTP-I category demand charge and energy

charge rates given in Para 13.1 and 13.2 respectively, of this schedule.

This tariff shall be applicable if the consumer so opts to be charged in place of HTP-I

tariff by using electricity exclusively during night hours as above.

The option can be exercised to switch over from HTP-I tariff to HTP-IV tariff and vice

versa twice in a calendar year by giving not less than one month's notice in writing.

The consumer of either tariff category (HTP I or H TP IV) can be switch over to
other category with certain conditions specified in the tariff order. This
alrangement is made considering the market situation and demand of the
product manufactured by the consumer. In case of filP n4 if after some time
the consumer fill that the demand of its product is more in the market than he
can switch over to HTP I tariff and allow to use power for 24 hours without any
restriction but at the same time without any incentive for exclusively night use
of power.

As per the condition No. 7 stated above a consumer can be switched over from
HTP I tariff to HTP IV tariff and vice versa twice in a year. In other word a
consumer can switch over tariff and again go back to original tariff (tariff at the
start of the calendar year) and such switchover can be repeated two times in a
calendar year.

This condition is stipulated for HTP IV consumer who has selected to use power
during night hours only subject to above conditions No 1 to 7 mentioned above.

For changeover of tariff, an application is to be forwarded to the concemed

Executive Engineer before 30 days of the billing cycle. The consumers who do

not required to switchover need not give any application and can be continued
in their respective tariff.

.+.

6.

7.

We had applied

November 2Ot7.

reason.

for HTP lV tariff in
Both times the tariff

the month of October 2017 and

is not granted to us stating same

nc{
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The reason stated in denial letters (Enclosure: 4) the respondent had refened condition
7 of HTP IV and concluded that..

"During the calendar year 2017, you had already opted twice for HTP IV tarifl So as

per the tariff provisions, your application for HTP IV tariff from I .11.2017 cannot be

entertain. You cannot opt for HTP IV tariff in calendar year 2017.

Please refer, condition 7 of HTP IV, it is not mentioned in the condition regarding not

allowing change over if the consumer opted twice for the same tariff during a calendar

year.

In fact we had opted second time when we asked for changeover from HTP I to H TP

IV tariff in month of October 2017. We started our calendar year with HTP IV tariff

only. So we opted for tariff only once and we agkec!_.llor secorld change over. The

interpretation of the condition by the respondent is wrong and the same is in violation

of established practice and GERC tariff order for the year.

l) As per condition No. 7, we can switch over tariff and vice versa twice in a year. As we

started from HTP lV tariff and we can switch over to HTP I tariff and come back to

original tariff, and two times such switch over is allowed in a calendar year. ln other

word we can have 3 slots of the original tariff from which we started in a calendar year.

ll) Graphically, it can be explained as below.

HTP HTP I _=-__|HrP tv

(switchover) (vice versa)'.First time

HTP I TP IV

(Switchover) (vice versa) second time.

The last step of the cycle is illegally denied by the respondent against established

practice and GERC tariff order.

lll) ln response to our representation to various authorities regarding this misinterpretation

of the tariff, the corporate office of PGVCL had forwarded our representation and

sought guidance from GUVNL authorities regarding the matter. The GUVNL had opined '

in his letter dated 23.11 .2OL7, titled as,,representation from M/S KB lspat Pvt. Ltd.

Bhavnagar",

Hrv)

ln last Para of the opinion, it is clearly stated that
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prospective effect and no past cases are to be opened to correcting the

position unless consumer applies as per one more chance to be given

as stated above. Since in case of IWS KB Ispat, PGVCL has given a

chance which is not in line with above interpretation, consumer may

be given one more chance to correct his position.

In response to above, we should be granted one more chance to observe HTP
IV tariff.

lV) We received a letter from the respondent on date 28111.2017 that higher authority had

informed him to give one more chance to us and accordingJy, in response to our

application dated 30.10.2OL7, the HTP lV tariff is granted to us from the month of

November 2017. The instruction was based on corporate office PGVCL letter dated

24.t1.2OL7 as shown in .references of the letter sent to us.

V) ln a fresh development via letter dated 5.12.2017, the respondent had said that as per

oral instruction received from competent authority from our corporate office, chance

may be given to consumer from now onward application, not from retrospective effect

so our letter ref(3) (letter dated 28.11.2017l'should be treated as cancelled."

Now please go through the last Para of GUVNL opinion reproduced above. It is

clearly stated that no past case to be opened unless consumer applies, one more

chance should be given. In other word, past cases as per GU\INL should not be

opened but in case any consumer applies than one more chance should be given

to correct his position.

Regarding KB Ispat, it is clearly stated that one more chance to correct its

position should be given. The whole guidance is titled as representation o.l Iv/S

KB ISpaLPvt. Ltd. and the final verdict declared by some competent authority at

corporate office is not a applicable to us as our application for November_z}L7

HTP IV tariff is submitted before the date of decision. This is a clear case of



unauthorized use of power observed by some competent authority, at corporate

office who issued verbal order to deny the HTP IV tariff to us.

Vl) The drama further extended by one more letter dated 16.12.2OL7. The respondent had

mentioned that he is.informed to give one more chance to us in response to our
application dated 30.10.17 with effect from December 2017. No explanation is rendered
for such change. So our bill for the month of November 17 is made as per HTP I tariff
though we run our factory as per HTP lV tariff in anticipation of Justice.

Though no official explanation is declared by the respondent, during our representation
to higher authorities and Government regarding this injustice to us, it is said that at this
time, they had used new version of condition 7 (third version) with pretext that the
application is made not before 30 days of change of tariff. .

The HTP IV tariff is introduced since 2009, with same condition of 30 days
notice. Yet all the applications submitted titl 2018, no application is submitted
before 30 days from date of switchover. In spite of that all applicants granted
changeover of tariff.

In our case only, the change of tariff is granted to us earlier even though we had
applied within 3Odays from the datb of change over. The principle of estoppels
as well as Tariff order is violated by the respondent in zest to collect illegal bill
from us. All the established traditions are broken just to serve the penalty bill to
us.

In this particular clause, we draw your kind attention on.following

points.

o Our application was rejected on the ground of more than 2 times HTP lV tariff in a year.

There is no mention of 30 days limit in the denial letter.

Since last 10 years, applications are accepted till last Oate froin the date of changeover

of power and always granted by the respondent.

The 30 days limit, is given from date of change of tariff not from the date of change of

power. The power is changed from the billing date but the tariff in bill changed from

date of next billing cycle which is 30 days from the date of change-of power. So as per

tariff order, we had applied before 30 days from date of changeover of tariff.

vil)
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tx)

. lf the respondent required any clarification regardingtariff order' he should have filed

a petition in GERC and after getting clarification from commission' initiate change in

procedure only after educating all consumers regarding the change'

. The respondent PGVCL is encroaching the authority of regulatory commission and

bypassing them for illegal change in tariff order or its implication'

No reasons are given for denying HTP lV connections nor any reasons are given for

discontinuing previous practice, . and hence such action is required to be strike down'

There is no nexus between such a decision and the object behind it. The decision is not

a rational one and it is contrary to public policy'

The decision is taken without taking the applicant in to confidence' the applicant was
x)

xt)

xil)

vill)

: Our Plea:

not even heard or his views in this regard were called for lefore discontinuing the

practice which was in force for all these years which amounts to violation of principles

ofnatura]justiceandhencetheactionisbadandrequiredtobequashed.

The company has totally, overlooked the aspect of loss that we are likely to incur in

today's dying economy; such decision will lead us to economic death'

power supply is a basic need for any industry, the respondent are enjoying monopoly in

this regard, but merely because they enjoy advantageous position, they may not be

allowed to exploit the users by denying HTP lV connection and there by resort to

exorbitant profit making. xlv. The rules and regulation are made for smooth operation

of the system. Any misinterpretation which may result in catastrophic condition for the

commonconsumershouldbeinterpretedwithpositiveattitude.

prima facie the denial of HTp tV tariff-to us by the respondent is against lndian

electricity Act 2003 and regulations formed by GERC

t) you are requested to (quash the denial of) direct the respondent authority to allow

HTp lv tariff by directing The Executive Engineer (Rural) PGVCL, Bhavnagar for the

month of November 2OL7 .

You are requested to give suitable direction to concern authorities to quash the bill for

themonthofNovemberZlITwithHTPltariffandissuefreshbillwithHTPlVtariff.

Youarerequestedtograntanyreliefsuitableasperrulesandregulations.

ll)

'li

a.
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2'l M/s KB Ispat Pvt Ltd, Cons No. 2403L,EHT Consumer has registered complaint
regarding Dispute to switch over to HTP-4 tariff. Detail of the matter is as under:-

Name of Consumer : M/s. K B Ispat pvt Ltd.

Consumer No. : 2403L

Contract Demand : 1X500 KVA.

Nature of complaint : "Consumer had given application for switch over to HTp-
4 tariff for the month of Nov-17, which was not accepted.,,

i
consumer has applied for change of tariff, as detailed berow:

lan-2017 For the calendar year-zotz@
17, consumer was under HTp-4 tariff.

As per the application of consumer for Load
Extension, Load 4000 + 7500 (LE) = 11500 kVA
was released on Dt. 09.01.2017 with HTp_4
tariff.

Feb-20l7 consumer has given apptic@
for change of Tariff HTp-4 to HTp-1 from Feb_
20L7. Consumer billed under Open Access
during this period.

Mar-2017

Apr-2017

May-20L7 Conzumer has given "pptic"@for change of Tariff HTp-1 to HTp_4 from May-lun-Z0t7

lul-201.7

Aug-20L7

Sep-20L7 consumer has given apptica@
for change of Tariff HTp-4 to HTp-1 from Sep-

Oct-2017 Applied for HTp-4
but continued as

HTP-1

Consumer has given appl@
Not entertained by pGVCL Reply on29_09_!7,

Consumer applied to stay with HTpl L3_I0-t7,

Confirmation given for HTpl Dt. Z6-L0_L7.
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Not entertained by PGVCL Reply on07-11'17 '

As per HTP-4 tariff condition No'7

,,The option can be exercised to switch over from HTP-I tariff to HTP'IV tariff and

viceversafiiticein(-calendaryearbygivingnotlessthanonemonth'snoticein

writing."

As mentioned in Table above, consumer has already opted two times HTP-4

tariff, We denied to switch over to HTP-4 tariff as per plovision of HTP-4 tariff

condition No.7, which was replied to consumer with reason as mention above'

& III

As per HTP-4 tariff condition No.7, The option is given to switch over from HTP-I to

HTP-IV tariff twice in a calendar year. For the calendar year-20I7 consumer has

already availed HT'P-4 tariff in the month of fan-2017 &May'2017 already' Hence

we denied for next switch over' '

Consumer has mentioned about their representation to various authorities'

As per the corporate office Letter No. PGVCL/Reg cell/t2784 Dt' 24/Ltl20t7'

,'Consumer may given one more chance during current year for switching over to

correct his position". We informed consumer wide letter No' BRD/REV/HT/6383 Dt'

28.t1.2017.

As per the clarification and instruction received from competent authority' chance

may be given to consumer for now onwards application & not from retrospective

effect. We informed consumer accordingly'

vll. As Consumer has applied for switching over to HTP-4 tariff on Dt' 30'10'2017' and

As per the corporate office Letter No. PGVCL/Reg ceu/72784 Dt' 24/tt/2017 ' one

morechancegiventoconsumerforswitchingovertoHTP-IVtariffforthemonthof

Dec-20t7.

VIII. As per Condition No.7 "The option can be exercised ---- by giving not less than one

month.s notice in writing',, It has been clearly mentioned that ',not less than one

month's notice".

l

II.

v.
V.

VI.

Ar p". C"tp"."t" office letter, one more chance

given to consumer for HTP-4 tariff'Dec-20t7
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ground of HTp-4 tariff condition No.7, the condition has been clearly mentioned in

said letter. Afterwards consumer representation and Corporate letter, in spite of

earlier switch over, one more chance given to consumer'

x. The application was denied wide letter No. BRD/REV/5974 DL 07-11-2017 on the

ground of HTp-4 tariff condition No.7, the condition has been clearly mentioned in

said letter.

X. to XIV.

The action taken in the matter is as per rules and regulations and as per tariff

provisions.

Our Prayer

From the above, it is clear that we act as per tariff provisions, which is as per rules

and regulations. So, No any changes required as demanded by consumer.

: Forum's Findings :-

Forum has heard Plaintiff, M/s K B Ispat Pvt Ltd. and Respondent, Executive Engineer,

pGVCL, Bhavnagar and on the basis of representation from both party and the documents

given, Forum has arrived on findings as bellow:

3.1 plaintiff, lWs K B Ispat Pw Ltd is EHT consumer of 11500 KVA load, bearing consumer

no 24031 at village Manglana of Shihor taluka. Plaintiffs connection was released under

HTP IV tariff bY ResPondent.

3.2 As per Tariff for the year 2017-ll,under HTP IV tariff provision

Rate: HTP IV

This tariff shall be applicable for supply of electricity to HT consumers opting to use

electricity exclusively during night hours from l0 PM to 06 .A.M next day and contracted

for regular power supply of 100 KVA and above'

As per NOTE given in tariff structure



7.The option can be exercised to switch over from HTP-I tariffto HTP-IV tariffand vice
versa twice in a calendar year by giving not less than one months notice in writing.

3.3 For the calendar year 2017,in the month of Jan-2017, consumer was under HTP-IV tariff.
Upon Plaintiffs request dated 27.01.2017 for switching over their connection from HTP-
IV to HTP-I, Respondent availed Plaintiffs request and switched over connection in to
HTP-I from Feb-17 which was continued for Feb-2017 to April-2017.

Upon Plaintiffs request dated 27.04.2017 for switching over their connection from HTP-I
to HTP-IV, Respondent availed Plaintiffs request and switched over connection in to HTP-
IV from May-17 which was continued for May-2017 to Aug-201T,

Upon Plaintiffs request dated 19.08.2017 for switching over their connection from HTP-
IV to HTP-I, Respondent entertained Plaintiffs request and switched over connection in to
HTP-I from Sep-17 which was continued for Sep-2017 and Oct-17

Plaintiff had given application on 30.10.2017 to switch over connection from HTP-I to
HTP-IV which was rejected by Respondent stating reason that tariff can not be switched
over more than twice in a year as per.clause no. 7 of NOTE of tariff under HTP-IV.

3.4 Subsequently, Respondent granted Plaintiffs application dated 30.10.2017 to switch over
connection from HTP-I to HTP-IV from the month of Dec-2017. Respondent did not grant
Plaintiffs application to switch over in to HTP-IV from Nov-2017, for which Plaintiff has
approached and represented to Forum.

3.5 At first, while rejecting Plaintiffs application to switch over ionnection from HTP-I to
HTP-IV, Respondent had rejected on the premise that connection could not be switched
over more than two times in a year as per clause no.7 of NOTE tariff under HTP-IV.
Respondent has not cited the reason that applicant should request to switch over the tariff
(from HTP-I to HTP-IV and vice a versa) by giving notice note less than one month. But,
while switching over connection from HTP-I to HTP-IV from the month of Nov-2017,
Respondent stated that Plaintiff had not applied to switching over their tariff giving notice
not less than one month's notice in writing.

3.6 Asstatedabove at3.3Respondenthasswitchedover Plaintiffs tariff fromHTP-IVtp
HTP-I from Feb-2017 on Plaintiffs request dated 27.01.2017. Likewise from HTP-I to
HTP-IV from May-2017 to Aug-2017 on Plaintiffs request dated 27.04.2017 and HTP-IV
to HTP-I for Sep-2017 on Plaintiffs application dated 19.08.2017. Thus, till August during
2017 Respondent granted Plaintiffs application to switch over tariff from HTP-IV to HTP-
I and vice a versa without observing one notice period.

3.7 Thus Plaintiff used to apply to switch bver their tariff without giving one month's notice
prior to effective month and in response to Plaintiffs notice, Respondent used to grant



plaintiffs application and switched over relevant tariff. This practice was followed by

ResPondent.

3.g plaintiffs has produced GER. retter dated 04.0g.201g regarding clarification regarding

notice period for switch oo." r"h'. ava*ing benefit oi night tariff. In the said letter

GERC has mentioned ',IIow,*,,- n is ctarifred that in case of any grievance or

complaintordisputeoftheco-nslmerinthisregardtill3lthMarch,20lS'thesame
may be resolved by concerned distribution licensee in accordance with the practice

followed by it prior to such dispute"'

3.9 As per 3.|above the practice that without givilg and observing notice period not less than

one month was followed by Plaintiffas well as Respondent'

.ar

3.g.lAsper3.6,3.T,3.8and3.gsinceRespondenthasavailedPlaintiffsapplicationto
switchovertarifffromHTP-ItoHTP.IVandviceaversaduringtheyear20lT
thoughPlaintiffhasnotgivennoticepriortoonemonth.Intheinstantcase
Respondent shourd avail praintiffs application for switching over HTp-r tariff to

HTP-IV tariff with effect from Nov-2011'

:ORDER:

3.9.2 Order as Per 3.9'1'

o lf Plaintiff has any grievance against this judgement' then

OmbudsmanOffice,BlockNo'3'PolytechnicCompound'

daYs after this judgement'

( B.J. Dave )

lndePendent Member

Date z 23.10.2018'

( Absent )
( P.H. Mavani)

Technical Member

Plaintiff can rePresent to The

Ambavadi, Ahmedabad in 30

Chiarman, C;G'R'F,

P.G.V.C.L., Bhavnagar'
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